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Simon Warikiyei Amaduobogha
Simon holds a Bachelor of Laws degree from the Rivers State University of Science and Technology, Port Harcourt, Nigeria and a Master of Laws degree in International Environmental Law from the University of Nottingham, United Kingdom. He was called to the Nigerian Bar in 1998 as a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria. Simon practised with top commercial law firms in Nigeria, including Punuka Chambers and Aluko & Oyebode, before joining Dougam Law Firm (Legal Practitioners & Arbitrators) as senior partner in 2004. He is also a chartered arbitrator and lecturer in the Faculty of Law, Niger Delta University, Wilberforce Island, Bayelsa State, Nigeria.

Simon is currently a doctoral candidate at the Centre for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and Policy (CEPMLP), University of Dundee, United Kingdom.

Owen L. Anderson
Professor Anderson is the Eugene Kuntz Chair in Law in Oil, Gas and Natural Resources, the George Lynn Cross Research Professor, and the Academic Director of the John B. Turner LL.M. Program in Energy, Natural Resources & Indigenous Peoples Law at the University of Oklahoma College of Law. He also regularly teaches at the University of Texas, the University of Dundee, the University of Melbourne and the University of Sydney. He was recently appointed a Visiting Professor in the Centre for Commercial Law Studies at Queen Mary University of London. He has lectured at numerous other universities and venues in Angola, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Italy, Jordan, Korea, Mexico, Namibia, the Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Portugal, Qatar, Russia, Tanzania, Thailand and the United Kingdom.

Professor Anderson has authored over 100 articles and is a co-author of International Petroleum Transactions; Hemingway’s Oil and Gas Law and Taxation; Cases and Materials on Oil & Gas Law; and A Student’s Guide to Estates in Land and Future Interests. He co-authors the annual supplements to Kuntz on Oil and Gas Law, a multi-volume treatise, and is co-author of several chapters on the multi-volume treatise, Waters and
Water Rights. He is a contributing author to *International Petroleum Exploration and Exploitation Agreements*, an editor of the *Oil and Gas Reporter* and Editor in Chief of the *Texas Title Standards*.

**Kylie Fletcher-Johnson**

Kylie is an assistant professor and PhD candidate at Bond University. She joined Bond in 2008 and teaches principles of contractual liability, law of obligations and mining and natural resources law.

Kylie was employed in the legal profession for almost a decade prior to joining Bond. She commenced her legal career in 1998, and was soon working as a member of a large corporate and commercial law team. In 2001, Kylie accepted a position working at a national top-tier firm where she was later promoted to the position of senior associate. In this role, Kylie advised energy and resource sector clients on corporate, commercial, financial and regulatory issues. In 2005, Kylie took up a position in-house at a Queensland gas and electricity distributor and retailer. Much of her time in that role was spent advising the company on its large-scale downstream gas and electricity activities.

**Greg Gordon**

Greg Gordon practised as a solicitor qualified in Scotland and England and Wales before moving into academia. He is a senior lecturer in the Aberdeen University Centre for Energy Law, which he co-directs, and is also the Co-Director of the university’s LLM in Oil and Gas Law and of Aberdeen’s involvement in the North Sea Energy Law Programme. He is an editor of and contributing author to Gordon, Paterson and Usenmez’s *Oil and Gas Law: Current Issues and Emerging Trends*. His research interests include petroleum licensing, risk allocation in oil and gas contracts, the protection of health, safety and the environment in offshore oil and gas operations and civil liability for oil spills from offshore installations.

**Tina Hunter**

Dr Hunter is a Reader in Energy Law at the University of Aberdeen. Prior to this appointment, she was the inaugural Director of the Centre for International Minerals and Energy Law. She teaches and researches in the areas of national and international petroleum law, unconventional petroleum regulation, Arctic petroleum law and governance, property law and resources law and policy. She has received academic qualifications in marine sediments, geology, political science, applied science, and law, completing her PhD at the University of Bergen, Norway.
In addition to teaching and researching in Energy Law at the University of Aberdeen, Dr Hunter has previous or ongoing teaching appointments in Norway, Australia and Russia. She was a visiting scholar at the University of Bergen, the University of Aberdeen and the University of Texas at Austin. Tina has presented at over 50 conferences on three continents. Her expertise has been sought by national and international governments, and she has analyzed petroleum laws, drafted petroleum legislation (both conventional and unconventional) and advised governments on policy and governance relating to unconventional petroleum. She has also consulted to governments, industry groups and NGOs in several jurisdictions including Australia, New Zealand, the UK, Russia and Canada.

In June 2014, Dr Hunter participated in the unconventional gas learning symposium at the World Bank, Washington DC. She is presently a member of the South Australian Roundtable for Unconventional Gas Projects and the working group for the Modernising Queensland Resources Acts Program. She is an associate editor of *OGEL*, the Oil, Gas and Energy Law Journal.

**Andrey Kompaniets**

Andrey graduated from Moscow State Institute of International Relations of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Russia (MGIMO-University) with an LLB in 2007 and an LLM in 2009 with specializations in international and oil and gas law. Andrey is currently working on his PhD in contractual forms of subsoil use regulations. He also maintains the role of Deputy Head of International Projects Support Division JSC Gazprom.

**Souichirou Kozuka**

Christopher Kulander
Professor Kulander has received academic qualifications in geology (BSc), geophysics (MSc and PhD) and law (JD). He teaches at the South Texas College of Law and serves as Director of the college’s new Oil & Gas Law Institute. He is also Of Counsel to Haynes and Boone, LLP. He teaches domestic energy law, basic property law, mining law, and beginning and advanced oil and gas law courses. In addition, he teaches international energy law at Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania, as a permanent visiting professor. He is admitted to practice in Texas and New Mexico. Professor Kulander has published twenty law review articles, as well as many other articles with a more practical focus in the industry literature, on diverse topics including energy lending, finance, oil and gas law, land use control, American Indian law, as well as on geology, and petroleum seismology. He is a prolific speaker and expert witness.

Prior to teaching, Professor Kulander practised for four years in the Houston office of Haynes and Boone, LLP within the Energy Practice Group, focusing on energy lending, finance and bankruptcy. Prior to that, he practised for two years with Cotton & Bledsoe in Midland, Texas, focusing on oil and gas title and leasing. Before law school, Professor Kulander worked for the U.S. Geological Survey as a geophysicist for the various energy teams supporting the National Oil and Gas Assessment group.

Ernst Nordtveit
Ernst Nordtveit is a professor at the Faculty of Law, University of Bergen, Norway. He took his law degree at the University of Bergen in 1980 and his doctoral degree at the same university in 1990. He became a professor in 1993. He was Vice Dean for research from 1996–98 and Dean from 1999–2009. He wrote his doctoral thesis on joint ventures in the petroleum industry and has worked with natural resource law, especially petroleum law, environmental law and energy law in general. He has been one of the organizers of an annual symposium on petroleum law in Bergen since 1995. He has been teaching property law, company law, petroleum law and energy law in Bergen and has also taught courses in energy law in Australia (Bond University), New Zealand (University of Auckland), Russia (Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk) and Belgium (University of Ghent).

Professor Nordtveit has been a member of numerous Norwegian national committees to prepare legislation and also a member of the committee appointed to evaluate Norwegian higher education. He was a member of the ‘Norwegian Petroleum Price Board’ from 1996–2006 and...
is currently the head of the Norwegian ‘Conflict Resolution Body for the Upstream Gas Pipeline Network’, from 2012, in both cases appointed by the King in Counsel. Professor Nordtveit has been engaged as an arbitrator in several Norwegian petroleum cases.

John Paterson
John Paterson is Professor of Law at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland, UK and Co-Director of the Centre for Energy Law. He is a co-founder of the LLM in Oil and Gas Law and also helps to run the North Sea Energy Law Programme, which brings together the universities of Aberdeen, Copenhagen, Groningen and Oslo to offer specialist education to energy lawyers in practice. He co-edits Gordon, Paterson and Usenmez’s *Oil and Gas Law: Current Practice and Emerging Trends*, now in its second edition, and has researched and written on regulation in the energy industries for the past two decades. He has been involved in a number of international projects both in research and teaching. He has provided specialist training in oil and gas law and corporate governance for the corporate sector, expert advice in international arbitration, and consultancy to international organizations.

Eduardo G. Pereira
Dr Pereira has been active in the oil and gas industry for several years and is an international expert on joint operating agreements. His experience in this area – both academic and practical – is extensive. Dr Pereira is a managing director of STR Holdings. He played a key role in assisting Petra Energia to become Brazil’s leading onshore oil and gas company, and he is now assisting the STR group to become a leading onshore player in Africa. He has practical experience in over 40 jurisdictions covering America, Europe, Africa and Asia. He concluded his doctoral thesis on oil and gas joint ventures at the University of Aberdeen.

Dr Pereira is the author and editor of several leading oil and gas textbooks: *Brazilian Upstream Oil and Gas: A Practical Guide to the Law and Regulation* (Globe Law & Business (GLB), 2012), *Joint Operating Agreements: Controlling Risks to the Non-Operator* (GLB, 2013), *Upstream Law and Regulation: A Global Guide* (GLB, 2013) and *Joint Operating Agreements: Mitigating Operational and Contractual Risks in Exclusive Operation* (GLB, 2013). He also has several books due for publication, including *Encyclopaedia of Oil and Gas Law: Volume 1* (GLB, due March 2014), *Brazilian Midstream and Downstream Oil and Gas: A Practical Guide to the Law and Regulation* (GLB, due August 2014), *Encyclopaedia of Oil and Gas Law: Volume 2* (GLB, due December 2014), *African Oil and Gas Law and Regulation: A Practical
Guide (GLB, due April 2015) and Joint Operating Agreements: Challenges and Dynamics between NOC and IOC (GLB, due August 2015).

Dr Pereira is also an adjunct professor of energy law at the University of Eastern Finland Law School and an associate editor of OGET.

Kristoffer Svendsen
Kris graduated from Bond University, Australia, with an LLB in 2006 and an LLM in 2007. He also holds a two-year LLM in Russian oil and gas law from Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO-University). He previously worked for a Russian investment bank in Moscow and a non-governmental organization in Brussels on the European Union’s foreign policy towards Russia. Kris has been a visiting researcher at the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law, Tulane Maritime Law Center (2012–13) and Duke University School of Law. He regularly guest lectures in Russia and the US and publishes academic articles globally.

Kris is currently a PhD candidate at the K.G. Jebsen Centre for the Law of the Sea, Faculty of Law, University of Tromsø. His PhD topic addresses liability from oil platform spills in the Barents Sea. He also maintains an Of Counsel position at a Moscow law firm.

Kris is admitted as a lawyer in New South Wales, Australia, an attorney-at-law in New York State and a legal practitioner in Russia. He is also a member of the NORDEM (Norwegian Resource Bank for Democracy and Human Rights) roster.

Alex Wawryk
Alex Wawryk received First Class degrees in Economics and Law and a PhD in Law from the University of Adelaide, Australia. She is currently a senior lecturer at the University of Adelaide Law School in contract law, mining and energy law and international energy law, and undertakes guest lecturing in international energy law at the Adelaide Campus of the University College of London. Alex also taught environmental law for a number of years at Adelaide University.

As well as conducting research into petroleum law, Alex’s areas of research have focused on renewable energy law, including measures to encourage renewable energy generation, and wind energy, and mining and environmental law. In 2014 she was awarded a Barbara Kidman Research Fellowship to pursue her research into petroleum law and regulation. Alex has published articles in a range of journals, including the Oxford Journal of Environmental Law, the Journal of Energy & Natural Resources Law, the Australian and New Zealand Maritime Law Journal, the University of New South Wales Law Journal, the Melbourne University Law Review, the Australasian Journal of Natural Resources Regulation of the upstream petroleum sector
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Law and Policy and the Environmental and Planning Law Journal. She is an associate editor for renewable energy for OGEL, a specialist on-line database for oil, gas and energy law.

Alex is a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court of South Australia, and she has been a member of the South Australian Law Society’s Planning, Environment and Local Government Committee and a committee member of the Environmental Defenders Office (SA). She is currently a member of the World Conservation Union’s Specialist Group on Energy Law and a member of the Resources and Energy Law Association (AMPLA). She is a member of, and the Law School representative to, the cross-disciplinary Institute for Mining, Energy and Resources at the University of Adelaide and a fellow of the university’s Indo-Pacific Governance Research Centre.